BlackGiant® bar Range overview
Order no.

Length (mm)

0004690-030
BlackGiant® Bar
0004690-061
BlackGiant® Bar
0004690-093
BlackGiant® Bar
0004690-999
BlackGiant® Bar Set
0004699-001
BlackGiant® Flat-Bar
0004699-002
BlackGiant® Utility-Bar

BlackGiant Bar
the nail puller with
added strength

Art.-no. Qty. EAN

300

46Z

1

4016671034127

610

46Z

1

4016671034134

930

46Z

1

4016671034141

300, 610, 930

46Z

1

4016671034158

175

46X

1

4016671034165

250

46Y

1

4016671034172
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+ Forged from a
single piece
+ Wide surface
+ Rough-and-tough finish*
+ Maximum leverage
+ Optimum profile

*only BlackGiant ® Bar

With its precisely shaped blades, the
BlackGiant ® Bar is ideally suited to
narrow cracks

Robust, ideally shaped and
cleverly designed
BlackGiant® Bar is the nail puller from PICARD designed for professional use. The ingenious shape extends its range of use to
areas in which standard nail pullers have to try and fit: in narrow
cracks, close to vertical surfaces and anywhere in which high
leverage forces place maximum demands on the material quality.
The range includes the BlackGiant® Bar in lengths of 930, 610
and 300 mm, the BlackGiant® Flat-Bar and the BlackGiant® Utility-Bar.
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01_Monoblock tool
The BlackGiant® Bar is forged from one piece of alloyed steel, hardened and tempered for maximum durability.
02_Support surfaces
The extra wide forged support surfaces reduce the risk of unwanted
damage to the underground.
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03_Rough-and-Tough finish
The rugged Rough-and-Tough finish creates a rough surface for
improved grip of the BlackGiant® Bar. This is where smooth sanded
conventional pullers fall down.
04_Progressive curve
The progressive curving of the round end increases leverage by more
than 55 per cent. This ensures better transmission of forces.
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05_90° Design
The round end is shaped in such a way that the BlackGiant® Bar is
particularly useful to use on vertical surfaces. This 90° design ensures
that the ideal length of travel is available to lever.
06_Ground blades
Precisely ground blades facilitate entry into narrow cracks.
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BlackGiant® baR
The BlackGiant® Bar, which is forged and hardened from a single
piece offers impressively high-quality steel. It makes the tool longlasting and robust. But it wouldn’t be a PICARD tool if the details
didn’t match too. That is how we are redefining the standard for
what a nail puller can do. Available individually in three different
lengths or as a set.

07_Stable profile
The profile is shaped like a double T with a round end. This is not only
easier to grip, but also more resistant to bending and lighter than traditional round or hexagonal profiles.

The three-part set contains
the BlackGiant ® Bar in the
lengths 300, 610 and 930 mm
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BlackGiant flat-baR
®

Small but perfectly formed: the BlackGiant® Flat-Bar is always to
hand, without carrying much weight. It is as sturdy as it is light.
With its wide surfaces and flat profile, it is an ideal tool for upholsterers, decorators, and also for roofing and joinery.

01_Contact surface
The bright finished surfaces of the nail puller allow precise working in
all areas.
02_Nail holder
To lift small and deep-set nails – where other nail pullers cannot
succeed.
03_Pierced nail puller
For effortless removal of firmly anchored nails.
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BlackGiant® Utility-Bar
The BlackGiant® Utility-Bar is a handy, yet durable nail puller with
ingenious details. These include the straight striking surface and
the claw designed for maximum leverage. Small enough to fit in
a tool belt, yet rugged enough for daily use.

01_Solid lever head
Solid head transverse to the tool axis for rugged use with flattened
small striking surface.
02_Contact surface
The bright finished surfaces of the nail puller allow precise working in
all areas.
03_Nail holder and nail puller
Lifts and pulls small and deep-set nails – where other nail pullers cannot succeed.

